Senior Physician Section: Member profiles and highlights

Each month, the Senior Physician Section (SPS) highlights members and individuals to showcase their work, current efforts and insights.

SPS member spotlights

1. **July 2022 member spotlight: Matthew D. Gold, MD**
   Matthew D. Gold, MD, discusses authoring SPS Resolution 113-A–22, and shares insights on leadership lessons learned.

2. **June 2022 member spotlight: Ved V. Gossain, MD**
   SPS chair-elect Ved V. Gossain, MD, looks at his journey to chair and his priorities for the SPS in 2022.

3. **May 2022 member spotlight: Andrew W. Gurman, MD**
   AMA past president and SPS member Andrew W. Gurman, discusses lessons learned during the pandemic and in leadership.

4. **April 2022 member spotlight: Ralph R. Ocampo, MD**
   Ralph R. Ocampo, MD, FACS, shares suggestions to help others cope during COVID-19.

5. **March 2022 member spotlight: Deepak Kumar, MD**
SPS member Deepak Kumar, MD, looks at the importance of mentorship and physician well-being.

6 February 2022 member spotlight: Thomas W. Eppes Jr., MD

7 January 2022 member spotlight: Jack Hasson, MD
Learn more about SPS member Jack Hasson, MD, a pulmonologist in an academic outpatient setting.

2021 member spotlights

1 December 2021 member spotlight: Richard Dart, MD
Learn more about SPS member Richard Dart, MD, an emeritus research clinician at Marshfield Clinic Research Foundation.

2 October 2021 member spotlight: Carol D. Berkowitz, MD
Learn more about SPS member Carol D. Berkowitz, MD, a pediatrician and past chair of the AMA Council on Medical Education.

3 September 2021 member spotlight: William L. Hamilton, MD, MBA
Learn more about SPS member William L. Hamilton, MD, MBA, a retired anesthesiologist and past president of the Utah Medical Association.

4 August 2021 member spotlight: Stephen Rockower, MD
Learn more about SPS member Stephen Rockower, MD, a former president of MedChi, AMPAC board member and AMA ambassador.

5 February 2021 member spotlight: Art Rousseau, MD
Learn more about SPS member Art Rousseau, MD, a psychiatrist and member of the Oklahoma State Medical Association.

6 January 2021 member spotlight: John Bramhall, MD, PhD
Learn more about SPS member John Bramhall, MD, PhD, associate medical director of the Harborview Medical Center.

7 November 2020 member spotlight: Michael L. Carius, MD, FACEP
Learn more about SPS member Michael L. Carius, MD, FACEP, a psychiatrist and member of the Oklahoma State Medical Association.

8 October 2020 member spotlight: Louise Andrew, MD, JD
Learn more about SPS member Louise Andrew, MD, JD, a retired emergency medicine physician.

Contact us
Have information about SPS members doing great work? Email us at sps@ama-assn.org.
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